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ABSTRACT Cancer is the second leading cause of mortality across the globe. Approximately 9.6 million
people are estimated to have died due to cancer disease in 2019. Accurate and early prediction of cancer
can assist healthcare professionals to devise timely therapeutic innervations to control sufferings and the
risk of mortality. Generally, a machine learning (ML) based predictive system in healthcare uses data
(genetic profile or clinical parameters) and learning algorithms to predict target values for cancer detection.
However, optimization of predictive accuracy is an important endeavor for accurate decision making. Reject
Option (RO) classifiers have been used to improve the predictive accuracy of classifiers for cancer like
complex problems. In a gene profile all of the features are not important and should be shaved off. ML offers
different techniques with their own methodology for feature selection (FS) and the classification results are
dependent on the datasets each having its own distribution and features. Therefore, both FS methods and
ML algorithms with RO need to be considered for robust classification. The main objective of this study is
to optimize three parameters (learning algorithm, FS method and rejection rate) for robust cancer prediction
rather than considering two traditional parameters (learning algorithm and rejection rate). The analysis of
different FS methods (including t-test, Las Vegas Filter (LVF), Relief, and Information Gain (IG)) and RO
classifiers on different rejection thresholds is performed to investigate the robust predictability of cancer. The
three cancer datasets (Colon cancer, Leukemia and Breast cancer) were reduced using different FS methods
and each of them were used to analyze the predictability of cancer using different RO classifiers. The results
reveal that for each dataset predictive accuracies of RO classifiers were different for different FS methods.
The findings based on proposed scheme indicate that, the ML algorithms along with their dependence on
suitable FS methods need to be taken into consideration for accurate prediction.

INDEX TERMS Cancer, classification, feature selection, genetic profile, machine learning, reject option.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is becoming one of themain causes of death across the
globe [1]. Approximately 9.6 million people are estimated to
have died due to different types of cancer in 2019. Thousands
of people die and agonize across the world every year due
to inaccuracies in the healthcare systems. Genetic profile
contains valuable information about the genes regulating cell
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growth and abnormalities occurring on the development of
some specific cancer [2]. The extraction of this valuable
information can assist in the reliable prediction of disease
onset and in devising managerial solutions for the selection of
therapy and personalized care [2]. The quality of prediction
for effective decision making is of primary importance and
therefore the main emphasis of science is assisting the insuf-
ficiencies of human findings and judgments [3]. In the fields
of artificial intelligence, information science etc. numerous
tools and techniques called decisions support systems (DSS)
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have been developed for complex decision making. The
idea of DSS is tremendously wide and its characterization
varies with author’s opinion [3]. In numerous areas namely
medicine, business, military etc., DSSs are attaining good
reputation. They are particularly appreciated in the circum-
stances where the accuracy and optimality are significant as
well as where the total presented material is excessive for the
perception of an unassisted human decision. While giving
quick access to related information as well as assisting the
procedure of constructing conclusions, DSS can assist human
rational absences by assimilating several bases of knowledge.
Such techniques may be adapted for rational decision in
medical domain.

With the advances in technology, computers have pro-
gressed a lot in storing and retrieving large amount of data
and have efficient access of data from remote location with
great accuracy. In some scenarios, data is labeled which helps
in categorization of a specific instance. In medical domain
Gene Expression (GE) microarray data is considered one of
the main sources of information which can be more accu-
rately used to extract useful information and to build robust
predictive systems. The main issue with GE microarray data
is the curse of dimensionality (having thousands of features
but few samples) that may be overcome by different feature
selection (FS) methods including t-test [4], Las Vegas Filter
(LVF) [5], Information Gain (IG) [6], and relief [7]. After
reducing the number of features and having only relevant
data different supervised ML algorithms linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [8], support vector machine (SVM) [9], ran-
dom forest (RF) [10], k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [11] have
been applied with certain degree of success but the use of
both of these techniques still require improvement for robust
decision making. To overcome the problem of low accuracy,
RO (refraining frommaking decisions in case of ambiguity) is
one of the methods proposed in ML literature [12]. ML algo-
rithms use different mechanisms to improve their accuracy
by incorporating the RO and some get more improvement
than others [13]. Accuracy-Rejection Curves (ARCs) are
used to compare the accuracy of RO classifiers in different
rejection regions [13]. Previously, researcher used ARCs to
compare the accuracies of different supervised ML algorithm
without exploring the aspect of using different FSmethods for
more accurate models. We developed a method for simulta-
neously comparing the performances of classifiers in terms
of their rejection rates (namely the RO classifiers), based
on accuracy-rejection curves (ARCs) while selecting more
relevant features by different FS methods for robust cancer
prediction. We assume that, for a given sample, although
rejection has different impacts on the accuracy of different
classifiers, the performance of classifier also depends upon
the FS method used. Therefore, robust RO classifier depends
upon the FS method used. The objective of this study is to
use various FS methods along-with different ML algorithms
and varying RO settings for achieving robust accuracy. The
purposed methodology of DSS using RO has been applied
on publicly available datasets of colon cancer, leukemia and

breast cancer. Analysis of empirical results shows that the
selection of robust RO classifiers and FS method depends on
dataset to be used and acceptable rejection rate.

In this section, significance of RO basedML classifiers and
FS methods for accurate DSSs in medical field are presented.
In section II, literature review and background of feature
selection, RO classification, and significance of accuracy
with different rejection regions are discussed. Section III
demonstrates the operational details of the presented work,
including definition and explanation of different RO classi-
fiers and their working along with FS methods and the brief
summary of datasets used in this study. Results obtained on
the basis of experimental design (Section III) are presented
and discussed in section IV. At the end general discussion and
future plans are explained.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The magnitude of the data used in ML and data mining has
drastically improved. Due to the huge number of features,
a learning model leads to over fit and may result in decline of
performance. To discourse the problem of high dimension-
ality, different techniques of dimensionality reduction have
been studied in fields of ML and data mining including FS.
In case of feature selection, a subset of features is chosen
from the original feature space without any alteration and
also maintaining the significance of original features. FS is
extensively working aspect to decrease dimensionality of
feature space by removing irrelevant features and consider
reduced data for the use in classification tasks.

FS methods are classified into supervised [14], [15], unsu-
pervised [16], [17] and semi-supervised categories [18], [19]
based on the labeled and unlabeled training sets. Filter,
Wrapper and embedded models are further classification of
supervised FS techniques [20]. In this study, we are mainly
concerned with filter methods i.e. t-test, LVF and IG.

The t-test [4] is most commonly used method for ranking
genes by using t-value. In a study, the researchers used t-test
to measure the class probability of genes for binary class
problems [21]. Another study presented a comparison of five
FS methods using two cancerous datasets [22].

Information Gain [6] has been used by for gene selec-
tion [22], [23], to measure the information by knowing the
dependence between class label and feature value.

Another filter method based on probabilistic algorithmwas
proposed by [5] is typically known as Las Vegas Filter (LVF),
which selects feature subset randomly from the feature space
and fulfill the task.

After the predictive features are assembled using feature
selection, the next step is to classify samples into classes. For
this purpose, the classifiers that have been used in this study
include linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [8], support vector
machine (SVM) [9], random forest (RF) [10] and k-nearest
neighbors (kNN) [11].

SVM are progressively becoming popular classifiers in
diverse fields and has been widely used to classify GE
data [21]–[23]. Naturally, SVM scans for a hyperplane
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for separating data of two classes within margins. Refer-
ences [24]–[26] used SVM to the cancer classification prob-
lems and found that SVM has the highest accuracy on the
cancerous data sets. Li et al. [27] also used SVM in their
studies for tissue classification based on GE data.

kNN [28] method is based on distance functions like
Euclidean distance, which classify samples according to the
class of its k-nearest neighbor. In many applications, kNN
has shown better performance than other complex meth-
ods [29], [30]. The kNN approach has been applied for gene
classification by measuring the similarity between pairs of
samples [31].

LDA is another method introduced by R. A. Fisher
in 1936 for the classification purpose [8]. This technique is
used in different fields (ML, pattern recognition) and provides
a model with good accuracy for finding linear arrangements
of samples to separate them into two or more classes. LDA is
widely used in GE microarray data analysis [31] and for the
cancer classification problem [31].

Random forest (RF) classification algorithm was devel-
oped by Breiman [10]. This is a classification method
based on ensemble learning, which builds a chain of clas-
sification trees by using random samples from original
samples. RF owns various properties which makes it attrac-
tive for microarray gene expression data classification [32].
Diaz-Uriarte and de Andres [33] evaluated the use of RF
in classification of GE microarray data and concluded that
RF classifiers performed better classification as compared
to other classifiers in GE microarray data. RF was also
explored for prediction and classification in medical domain
by [34]–[36]. SVM, RF, LDA and kNN algorithms have
been used by [30], [37]–[41] for classification and prediction
purposes in different domains.

Reject option (RO) technique can be used when the clas-
sifier is not adequately precise for the job at hand. The RO
presented by [12], suggested that in order to decrease the
probability of error, the samples that have inefficiently high
posteriori likelihoods shouldn’t be classified. In the feature
space the rejection area is well-defined and all the instances
that lie in this area are rejected. If the prediction is not
satisfactorily consistent and it gets into the rejection area,
then the classifier rejects an instance. According to [42],
there exists an inverse correlation between rejection rate and
error rate as with the increase of rejection rate the error rate
decreases. The basic parameters in the classifiers with RO are
thresholds and these thresholds describe the rejection areas.
References [43]–[45] and other researchers have suggested
various approaches for describing an optimum rejection rule.
In this work, we computed accuracy against different reject
thresholds.

The present study uses the method of ARCs [13] in order
to compare the performance of various RO classifiers after
reducing data using different FS methods in terms of diverse
rejection rates. All ARCs start form a point (0, a), where
0 means 0% rejection and a is the accuracy percentage of
the classifier. ARCs converge on the point (1, 1) because the

accuracies of the classifiers are 100% for 100% rejection rate.
ARCs are quite beneficial for graphical comparison of the
accuracy of classifiers as a function of their rejection rates.

In various fields of medical research microarrays are used,
as they provide instantaneous expression assessments for
thousands of genes. Prediction of the biological factors that
are based on the gene-expression profile is the ultimate capa-
ble application. These expression profiles can be used to
distinguish various types of tumors and ultimately can be
helpful for selecting the suitable therapeutic intervention.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. DATASETS
In the present study three GE microarray datasets were
used. Leukemia dataset [46] comprises of 72 patients from
which 47 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
and 25 patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). The
Colon cancer dataset [47] contains the genetic profile of
39 patients who are affected by colon cancer and 23 non-
affected (healthy) subjects. The Breast cancer dataset [48]
contains data of 295 patients that were suffering from breast
cancer, from which 115 have a good-prediction class whereas
180 have the poor-prediction class.

B. METHODOLOGY
Machine learning process in cross validation and FS settings
is characterized by a series of steps as illustrated in the Fig. 1.
Generally, data is defined by the relation

χ = {xr , yr }Nr=1 (1)

where x represents the feature space, y represents the target,
r represents example in the dataset χ .
Target may be categorical values (in case of classification

problem) or may be continuous values (in case of regression
problem).

To have a generalized predictive model, data is divided into
k-folds (Fig. 1 section Cross Validation). After creating folds,
train and test sets are obtained using the notion of CV [18].
Then, the list of relevant features (computed from train data)
using FSmethods (t-test, LVF, IG and relief) is obtained. This
list is then used to reduce the Train data and test data (as
depicted in Fig. 1 section Feature Selection). Training data
is used to build the predictive model while test set is used to
evaluate the performance of built model as shown in the Fig. 1
(section Training and Testing). ARCs (Fig.1 Section Final
Results) are generated using the methodology of [13].

Generally, a dataset may have irrelevant features, therefore
it is wise to reduce the data into smaller subsets based on some
feature selection method [14], [15]. In the perspective of clas-
sification, FS methods can be categorized in to three groups
(filter, wrapper and embedded) depending upon the fact that
how these attribute identification methods will combine with
the creation of classification model. Feature selection tech-
niques shorten the training time, improves generalization and
model interpretability without losing the importance of single
attribute.
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FIGURE 1. k-fold CV based ML process.

Given a feature set χ (as defined in equation 1) having m
features, a feature selection method (FS) selects a subset χs
having s more relevant features (s < m) based on the criteria
laid down in the feature selection method,

χs = argmax
s
FSMethod{xi|i = 1 . . .m} (2)

After reducing the dimensions of training and test sets using
equation 2, different models are learned using learning algo-
rithms discussed earlier, each producing a classifier. The
purpose of the classifier is to assign a discrete class label
(from one of the target values among A, B, C, . . .N) to unseen
samples i.e.

f (χ) = y =



A
B
C
...

N

(3)

whereas in case of binary classification the target is limited
to 2 discrete class labels and hence equation 3 implies

f (χ) = y =

{
1 if x ∈ +ive class
0 if x ∈ −ive class

(4)

Mostly a classifier’s capability is assessed through its error
rate. When the classifier is not adequately precise for the
job at hand, reject option (RO) technique [12] can be used.

The basic parameters in the classifiers with RO are thresholds
and these thresholds describes the rejection areas. Therefore,
in case of RO classifiers, rejection rate is also considered
along with error rate to assess the classifier’s performance.

According to [42] a sample x is accepted only if the prob-
ability that x belongs to class yi is higher than or equal to
the threshold t otherwise the prediction is not reliable and the
classifier should reject the sample. Classifier accuracy (CA)
for a binary classification problem (equation 4) is defined by
following relation

CA (x)

=

{
argmax yi(p (yi | x) if |(p (C1 | x)−p (C2 | x))|≥ t
reject if |p (C1 | x)−p (C2 | x)|< t

(5)

According to the best of our knowledge, no method or model
has yet been proposed to select a robust FS method out
of available/used FS methods and a RO classifier obtained
using a range of rejection thresholds. In this work, we have
proposed to use following relation (using equations 2, 4, & 5),
for simultaneous selection of robust RO classifier (RROCls)
and FS method for the classification or prediction problem
under consideration

RROCls = argmaxi,j,rT g(CAi (χs) |(χsj , trT )) (6)

where CAi represents the accuracies of RO classifiers, χsj
are the features selected by one of j FS methods and
0.0< trT< 1.0 is the range of rejection thresholds.
The relation presented in equation 6 can be helpful for

exploring robust RO classifier and FS method using different
values of rejection thresholds trT .
The complete process is summarized in the algorithm I.

According to the best of our knowledge, before this study,
no algorithm has yet been proposed to simultaneously select
the optimal FS method and RO classifier selection for a user
preferred criterion (accuracy). In this section, the proposed
algorithm to select optimal FS method and RO classifier for
robust predictability of cancer is presented, which is the main
contribution of the current study. The algorithm starts by tak-
ing amatrix of original data (χ = {xr , yr }Nr=1 ) where x

r is the
feature space, yr the target, and r represents an example in the
datasetχ .FSms is a user provided list of FSmethods, TLAlgo:
a list of traditional learning algorithms without RO. nbrBF :
is the number of best features to be selected, CriL parameter
shows minimum desired accuracy for robust FS method and
RO classifier selection. The algorithm returns RROCLsFSms
which shows the optimal FS method and RO classifier among
the provided FSms and TLAlgos as arguments to the algo-
rithms for robust cancer prediction according to the details
laid down in the algorithm and Eq. 06.

The algorithm splits the original data χnk=1 into k distinct
folds (Dk ) as per line 1. In lines 3 and 4, by considering all the
k folds, alternatively each of the folds is used as test set (tsk )
while rest of the folds are taken as train set (trk ). For each
of the FS methods (FSmsl), the algorithm from line 6 to 11,
first finds the nbrBF best features from train set (line 6), then
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Algorithm 1
Input: (χ,FSms, nbrFS,TLAlgo,CriL) where
� χ = {xr , yr }Nr=1 is a matrix of original data where xr represents the feature space, yr the target, while r denotes
an example in the dataset χ .
� FSms; a list of feature selection methods
� TLAlgo; a list of traditional learning algorithms without RO.
� nbrBF; number of best features to be selected
� CriL; a list of parameters (desired Accuracy, acceptable Rejection Rate) for robust RO classifier selection

Output: Robust RO Classifier (RROClsFSms) using Eq. 06 based on criterion set by the user as a CriL argument
1. Split data χ into k folds i.e. Dk = χnk=1
2. Repeat steps 3 to 12 for each fold k , where k := 1 to n
3. trk := Dn−1 B train set
4. tsk := Dn B test set
5. Repeat steps 6 to 12 for each feature selection methods (FSmsl) where l := 1, 2, 3, . . . , j
6. BestFeaturesk,FSmsl := FSMethod l(trk , nbrBF)
7. Reduced_trk,FSmsl := trk [BestFeaturesk,FSmsl ]
8. Reduced_tsk,FSmsl := tsk [BestFeaturesk,FSmsl ]
9. Repeat steps 10 to 11 for each TLAlgoc where c := 1, 2, 3, . . . , t
10. Modelk,FSmsl ,TAlgoc := BuildClassifier(Reduced_trk,FSmsl ,TAlgoc)

11. ROCls_Resultk,FSmsl ,TAlgoc := TestModel
(
Modelk,FSmsl ,TAlgoc ,Reduced_tsk,FSmsl

)
12. Repeat steps 13 to 15 for each TLAlgoc where c := (1, 2, 3, . . . , t)
13. Repeat steps 14 to 15 for each FSmsl where l := 1, 2, 3, . . . , j
14. Repeat step 15 for each rejT where rejT :=

1, 2, 3, . . . , 100 B rejT is the rejection threshold
15. Avg_Accu_ARC_ROCls[c,FSmsl, rejT ] :=

avgARC(ROCls_Result⋃n
1 k,FSmsl ,TAlgoc

, rejT )
16. RROClsFSms := Avg_ARC_ROCls[1, 1,CriL]
17. Repeat steps 19 to 21 for each TLAlgoc where c := (2, 3, . . . , t)
18. Repeat steps 20 to 21 for each FSmsl where l := 2, 3, . . . , j
19. if (Avg_Accu_ARC_ROCls[c,FSmsl,CriL] > RROClsFSms)
20. RROClsFSms := Avg_Accu_ARC_ROCls[c,FSmsl,CriL]
21. Return RROClsFSms

reduces the train and test sets (lines 7 & 8) by considering
only the nbrBF as chosen in line 6. Then, for each of FSmsl
and TLAlgoc, predictive model is built (line 10) and newly
built model is tested (line 11). For each combination of tradi-
tional learning algorithms from TLAlgo and FSmethods from
FSmsl , mean values of accuracies Avg_Accu_ARC_ROCls
against every rejection threshold rejT from all k folds is com-
puted to have average ARCs of ROCls used in the algorithm
(please refer lines 12 to 15). Finally, from these average ARCs
and as per the criterion of acceptable rejection rate (CriL),
a robust RO classifier and a FS method (RROClsFSms) are
obtained and returned using lines 16 to 21.

IV. RESULTS
In this section the results obtained are presented and com-
pared with the previously published work by
Nadeem et al. [13] which is the only study that uses accuracy
rejection curves (ARCs) to compare the performances of
different learning algorithms. In their study they only used
t-test FS method on above mentioned datasets. To validate
and verify the hypothesis of the present study besides t-test

FS method, we have used LVF, IG and relief to get robust
results with respect to accuracy while checking the variations
on different RO classifiers. Moreover, we also compared the
obtained results with those of Yeh et al. [49]. They used two
FSMs (IG and t-test) and only DTs as learning algorithm
without considering RO.

Results obtained by performing classification using pro-
posed simulations settings (as illustrated in Fig. 1 and Equa-
tions 2 and 5) are presented in term of ARCs. Classification
has been done at different rejection rates ranging from 0%
to 100% (where 0% shows no rejection and 100% being the
maximum rejection rate) for three different cancerous (colon,
leukemia and breast cancer) datasets. Five classifiers which
include LDA, kNN, SVM (Linear and Radial kernels) and RF
are used to build predictive model along with four different
feature selection methods (LVF, IG, t-test and Relief). Results
are compared FS method wise where each FS method is
compared using all classifiers for all datasets separately.

In Fig. 2 ([A], [B], [C], [D]), results obtained using dif-
ferent FS methods against different RO classifiers separately
with colon dataset are shown. It is clear from the figure that
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FIGURE 2. [A] ttest, [B] LVF, [C] IG, [D] Relief and ARC’s of different feature
selection method in combination with different classifiers using Colon
Dataset [47].

without rejection (WoR), Relief with SVM-R has 87.5%
accuracy, t-test with LDA (83%), and LVF with LDA (81%).
With rejection, classification accuracy of RF using three out
of four FSmethods used in this study is higher as compared to
all other classifiers at the same rejection rate. Whereas in case
of IG, without rejection, RF classifier gives better separation
(83%), and with rejection SVM-L perform better among all
classifiers (82% rejection rate).

Contrary to this approach, if we compare the performances
of RO classifiers solely using one FS method (t-test for
example) as was done by Nadeem et al. [13] we have RF 86%
accuracy at 40% RR. Whereas on the same RR, LVF with
LDAhas 91.5% accuracy, IGwith kNN is 91% accurate while
relief with kNN is 93.5% accurate. The overall results depict
that it is better to perform a comparative analysis of available
FS methods and RO classifiers for robust classification of
cancer as was hypothesized before.

The results presented in Fig.2 are summarized in table 1.
Here accuracy is computed at discrete rejection rates up-to
50%RR against FS methods (FSM) and learning algo-
rithms (learner) used to build the predictive models.

If we look at ARCs presented in Fig. 2 and results shown
in table 1, classifiers performance continuously grows to the
maximum accuracy with the increase in rejection rate.

Table 1 shows that WoR accuracy of the LDA classifier
using t-test and LVF FS methods is highest compared to
the other classifiers. Whereas with the increase in rejection,
the accuracy of classifiers built using other learning algo-
rithms and FS methods also increase. If we look at 40%

TABLE 1. Accuracy of different classifiers on different rejection rate using
fs methods for colon cancer dataset.

RR in case of t-test method, SVML classifier gives highest
accuracy than others and on 50 % RR in case of t-test and
LVF, RF classifier perform better as compared to all other
classifiers and have highest accuracy among others. Sim-
ilar results are obtained in the case of other FS methods,
that WoR, classifiers are not performing better ends up with
higher accuracy with the increase in rejection rate (table 1).
Overall results depict that better classification for the colon
dataset can be achieved with reject option.

Fig. 3 ([A], [B], [C], [D]) illustrate the results obtained
using different feature selection methods against different
classifiers separately for Leukemia cancer dataset. It is obvi-
ous from the figure that without rejection in case of Relief
with SVM-R and t-test with RF has classification accuracy
88% and 92.5% respectively, which is improved with rejec-
tion. Without rejection, RF classifier gives better accuracy
(82.5%), andwith rejection SVM-L provides better results for
IG FS method. In case of LVF, LDA provides better accuracy
with and without rejection.

In some cases, it may also be seen that the classifier which
performs better than other classifiers at low RRs, the increase
in its performance becomes less when compared to other
classifiers with the increase in RR. It is also possible that
the classifier which was not performing well at low RR gives
better accuracy with the increase in RR when compared to
its competing classifiers. As shown in Fig. 3 [A], the SVM-
R lacks in accuracy without rejection but with increase in
rejection rate its accuracy also increases and on 60% RR it
outclasses all other classifiers and gives best classification
accuracy.

Table 2 shows that WoR, accuracy of the LDA classifier
using LVF, RF using t-test and IG and SVMR using Relief FS
methods are the highest compared to all the other classifiers.
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FIGURE 3. [A] ttest, [B] LVF, [C] IG, [D] Relief ARC’s of different feature
selection method in combination with different classifiers using Golub
Dataset [46].

TABLE 2. Accuracy of different classifiers on different rejection rate using
fs methods for Leukemia cancer dataset.

With the increase in RR, accuracy of the classifiers built
using other learning algorithms and FSmethods also increase.
At 40% RR in case of t-test FS method, RF classifier gives
highest accuracy than others and on 50 % RR in case of
t-test, the RF classifier perform better as compared to all other
classifiers and have highest accuracy among others. It may
be the case that the classifier which perform better without
rejection may performs better with rejection in some cases.

FIGURE 4. [A] ttest, [B] LVF, [C] IG, [D] Relief ARC’s of different feature
selection method in combination with different classifiers using Breast
Cancer Dataset [48].

E.g. at 30 % rejection, in Relief FSM, KNN performs better
and remains higher accuracy at 40 and 50 % rejection rates.
Same is in the case of other FSM, that WoR the classifiers
which may not perform better ends up with higher accuracy
with the increase in rejection rate as shown in table 2.

Results obtained by using different FS methods and clas-
sifiers for breast cancer dataset are shown in Fig. 4 ([A], [B],
[C], [D]). It is clear from the figure that for all FS methods
RF provides better classification accuracy with and without
rejection. The accuracy is positively associated with rejection
rate, i.e., increase in rejection rate also causes increase in
accuracy

Table 3 shows that WoR the accuracy of the RF classifier
using all FS methods is highest compared to all the other
classifiers. Whereas with the increase in RR, the accuracy
of classifiers built using other learning algorithms and FSM
also increase. RF classifier performs better as compared to all
other classifiers and has highest accuracy among others in all
the FS methods expect Relief throughout the analysis.

For robust classification equation 6 may be used by setting
value of k (acceptable rejection rate). Tuning k can give
optimum results to help in making decisions, which is one
of the main concerns in DSS and medical domain.

V. DISCUSSION
Predictive accuracy is the main concern for decision support
systems especially in healthcare domains [50]. In healthcare,
the development of GE microarray data-based decision sup-
port systems is the key area of research nowadays. Literature
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TABLE 3. Accuracy of different classifiers on different rejection rate using
fs methods for breast cancer dataset.

shows that the features of the samples are important in such
systems. genetic profile of a person (healthy or diseased sub-
ject) may be of great importance for developing an efficient
DSS. Moreover, genes are not only affected by the external
environment, but expression values of certain genes can also
be affected due to certain diseases like obesity, cancer etc. and
the variations in these values are used to study the responses
of different therapies.

For GE Microarray data based DSS, not all of the features
are of importance and ML offers different techniques with
their own methodology to select suitable features. Typically,
in classification/ prediction, each given sample is assigned
a class label without considering the degree of confidence
on the classification which causes high error rates. ML lit-
erature shows that the use of reject option classifiers proved
the predictive accuracy of classifiers for complex problems.
Moreover, each dataset has its own distribution. In this work,
the hypothesis is that FS methods and ML classifiers give
diverse accuracies in changing reject option scenarios and
with the change in datasets. Therefore it is wise to make
an analysis of feature selection and ML algorithms for the
selection of more suitable feature selection methods and ML
algorithm for the problem under consideration.

In this study, we analyzed the use of various reject
option classifiers with different feature selection methods
along-with different ML algorithms. Different rejection rates
are used for the comparison of each of the reject option
classifier and feature selection methods. The analysis of GE
Microarray dataset depicted that the accuracy of reject option
classifiers improves by selecting features with different fea-
ture selection methods and by rejecting ambiguous predic-
tions. In analysis of Colon cancer GE microarray dataset,
RF classifier with relief FS method provides more accurate
prediction than other FS methods and classifiers used in this

TABLE 4. Comparison of accuracies obtained using 3 datasets (1: Colon
Cancer, 2: Leukemia Cancer, 3: Breast Cancer) with previous studies.

study. In analysis of Leukemia cancer, the use of RF classifier
with IG FS method shows better classification than the other
RO classifiers.

In analysis of Breast cancer dataset, RF classifier is less
accurate without rejection than the other classifiers. Here
in case of RF with Reject Option improves its predictive
capability by all four FS methods.

Table 4 summarizes the comparison of results obtained
using three benchmark datasets in current study and the
two of the previous studies by Nadeem et al. [13] and
Yeh et al. [49]. Yeh et al. [49] used IG and ttest FSMs but
only used DTs as learning algorithm. Nadeem et al. [13]
used ttest as FSM, learning algorithms (LDA, SVMR, SVML,
& RF), 10-fold CV and used reject option in their study.
Although [13] and current study obtained accuracy at dif-
ferent rejection rates but just for comparison purposes only
accuracies at 40%RR (which is less than the threshold of
random guess i.e. 50%RR) are shown here. Current study
uses four FSMs (ttest, LVF, IG, Relief), five learning algo-
rithms (LDA, SVMR, SVML, RF & kNN), 3-fold CV and
used reject option. Table 4 shows that current study achieves
better accuracy by using different FSMs. Using Colon Cancer
dataset [47], Yeh et al. [49] obtained 77.42% accuracy (using
ttest FSM and DTs as learning algorithm), [13] got 91 %
accuracy at 40% RR with ttest and LDA. Current study
obtains 93.5% accuracy at 40% RR when Relief FSM is used
along with kNN learning algorithm.

Row two of Table 4 shows the results with Leukemia
cancer [46]. Here 87.22% accuracy is achieved by applying
ttest and DTs as reported in [49] while [13] obtained 93%
accuracy at 40%RRwhen they used ttest and SVMR. Current
study obtains 95.5% accuracy at 40% RR when ttest FSM is
used along with RF learning algorithm.

The third comparison Table 4 shows that [49] did
not used Breast cancer dataset [48] in their study.
Yet Nadeem et al. [13] achieved 73.5 % accuracy at 40% RR
with ttest and RF. Current study obtains 77% accuracy at 40%
RR when IG FSM is used along with RF learning algorithm.

This study and comparison in Table 4 reveals that using
different FSMs along with different learning algorithms pro-
vides more options in terms of FSMs and learning algorithms
for the selection of robust cancer classification. Although ttest
FSM gives better results with Leukemia Cancer dataset [46]
in all three studies listed in Table 4 but the results obtained
from the other two datasets depict that the choice of FSM and
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learning algorithm for robust cancer classification demands a
comparison of different FSM and learning algorithms in RO
scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the dependence of RO based
ML algorithms on FS methods for robust prediction of can-
cer while using GE microarray data. GE microarray data
potentially have the so-called curse of dimensionality (hav-
ing few samples but thousands of features) and generally,
GE microarray data may have features which are not relevant
to a problem under study. In such situations, according to
Occam’s razor [51], unnecessary information (redundant and
irrelevant) should be shaved off to have a simpler predictive
model. In a typical ML process, FS methods are used to
remove the such unnecessary features. Each of traditional FS
methods has its own mechanism to avoid irrelevant features.
The idea of this study was to incorporate the FS methods
to reduce the dimensionality of GE microarray data and RO
classifiers in an algorithm to have robust cancer predictions in
varying RO scenarios as discussed earlier. The results reveal
that the RO classifiers showed improvements in predictive
accuracy of RO classifiers differently at different Rejection
rates and with the reduction of feature space with different
FS methods. The presented analyses for cancer data show
that predictive accuracy of different RO classifiers is sub-
ject to two parameters including opted FS method and the
rejection rate. Therefore, it can be inferred that for a specific
predictive problem it is optimal to make a comprehensive
analysis of RO classifiers coupled with different FS methods
at varying rejection rates. Moreover, ARCs are helpful in the
selection of a robust RO classifier and FSmethod on the basis
of customized requirements (maximum acceptable rejection
rate and/or required accuracy). The selection of robust RO
classifier and FSmethodmay be of interest for physicians and
surgeons in healthcare domain for optimal decision making.
More accurate decisions may be helpful for effective and
timely therapy of the patients,

This proposedmethodologywas used on publicly available
GEmicroarray data. However, the samemethodology may be
explored for primary datasets and clinical parameters.

Although the results presented in this study show improve-
ments in accuracy yet some aspects of FS methods and RO
classifiers are to be explored. For example, there is always a
cost associated with correct decisions, incorrect decisions and
refraining from making a decision. Therefore, a cost-based
study of different FS methods with RO classifiers may be of
interest. Moreover, analyses of FS methods with bagging and
boosting based RO classifiers may also be potential research
directions.
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